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In the following a comprehensive list of the SISSA mathLab publications in the naval and nautical
engineering fields together with a brief introduction of each one of them. The next page presents all
the open source software libraries developed by the group in the same context.
A presentation of different geometrical parameterisation techniques for naval and nautical
geometries and data-driven model order reduction techniques such as POD with interpolation and
dynamic mode decomposition DMD, for an integrated optimization pipeline:
● M. Tezzele, N. Demo, A. Mola, and G. Rozza. An integrated data-driven computational
pipeline with model order reduction for industrial and applied mathematics. Submitted,
Special Issue ECMI (2018). [arxiv].
Parameter space dimensionality reduction through active subspaces (AS) with heterogeneous
parameter for the evaluation of the total drag of a hull advancing in calm water:
● M. Tezzele, F. Salmoiraghi, A. Mola, and G. Rozza. Dimension reduction in heterogeneous
parametric spaces with application to naval engineering shape design problems.
Advanced Modeling and Simulation in Engineering Sciences, 5(1):25, Sep 2018. [arxiv] [doi].
Shape optimization of the bulbous bow using OpenFOAM solver, free form deformation for the
geometrical parameterisation, DMD to accelerate the single simulation, and POD with interpolation to
construct the surrogate model to optimize:
● N. Demo, M. Tezzele, G. Gustin, G. Lavini, and G. Rozza. Shape optimization by means of
proper orthogonal decomposition and dynamic mode decomposition. In Technology and
Science for the Ships of the Future: Proceedings of NAV 2018: 19th International Conference on
Ship & Maritime Research, pages 212–219. IOS Press, 2018. [arxiv] [doi].
Two contributions that employ AS to assess che parameter influence on the target functions and
reduce the dimension of the parameter space:
● M. Tezzele, N. Demo, M. Gadalla, A. Mola, and G. Rozza. Model order reduction by means of
active subspaces and dynamic mode decomposition for parametric hull shape design
hydrodynamics. In Technology and Science for the Ships of the Future: Proceedings of NAV
2018: 19th International Conference on Ship & Maritime Research, pages 569–576. IOS Press,
2018. [arxiv] [doi].
● N. Demo, M. Tezzele, A. Mola, and G. Rozza. An efficient shape parametrisation by
free-form deformation enhanced by active subspace for hull hydrodynamic ship design
problems in open source environment. In The 28th International Ocean and Polar Engineering
Conference, 2018. [arxiv].
Graph theory applied to the modelization of onboard plants in the context of the new regulation for
the Safe Return to Port:

